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Email ThisBlogThis! Share on TwitterShare on FacebookShare on Pinterest Shopping Carts: Web server scripting languages are used to manage carts in e-commerce websites. Server-side scripts are provision for data storage sessions in variables that can be accessed on other pages. File transfer: Web server scripting
languages process file transfer. It is used to store files in a location where they can be accessed when needed. Web Content Management: Site content can be stored in web server databases and then displayed to web users dynamically using scripts. The site owner can sign in as an administrator for editing and
updating information on their site. Site Analysis: A record is stored whenever a Web page is loaded or visited, and that record is stored in a database table. The number of page visits can be made visible using scripts to the website owner. Booking order: The customer can book orders on e-commerce sites such as Jumia
and return next time to buy the product. Sessions may know when a customer visited the site and made an order. Content created using server-side scripting where a custom version of content is available as an alternative to a more non-compliant version based on http referer.The aim of this technique is to ensure that
users can obtain an accessible version of the content in which both non-compliant and compliant versions are available. The compliance requirement 1 allows non-compliant sites to be included within the scope of compliance as long as they have compliant alternative versions. It is not always possible for authors to
include supported accessibility links to content that corresponds to content within non-compliant content. Therefore, authors may have to rely on the use of server-side script technologies (ex. PHP, ASP, JSP) to ensure that a non-compliant version can only be obtained from a conform site. This technique describes how
to use the information provided by the http referator to ensure that non-compliant content can only occur from a conforming site. The http referer header is set by the user agent and contains a URI page (if any) that has directed the user agent to non-compliant pages. To implement this technique, the author identifies the
URI for compliant versions of the content, for each non-compliant page. When a request for a non-compliant version of the page is received, the server compares the http referer header value to the compliant version URI to determine whether the link to the non-compliant version came from the compliant version. The
non-compliant version is only served if the http referer matches the non-compliant URI. Otherwise, the user is redirected to compliant versions of the content. Note that when comparing the URI in the http referer header relevant relevant in the URI, for example in the query and the objective, should be taken into account.
The online physics course uses proprietary modeling language to provide interactive demonstrations of physical processes. The language modeling user agent is not compatible with assistive technology. The site includes a script that uses http referer to ensure that unless users try to access an interactive demonstration
from a page that contains a process and model description, the server redirects the request to a page that corresponds and contains a link to non-compliant versions. Students may choose access to non-compliant, interactive versions, but those who don't can still learn about the process. The following example illustrates
how this technique can be used in PHP. It includes two files, conforming.php and non-conforming.php that work together to ensure that the only way to access non-compliant content is from the compliant content.conforming.php:Example Code: &lt;! DOCTYPE html PUBLIC -//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN
amp;gt;&lt;html xmlns= amp;gt;&lt;head&gt;&lt;meta http-equiv=Content-Type content=text/html; charset=iso-8859-1&gt;&lt;title&gt;Content corresponding&lt;/title&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;h1&gt;This is a page that matches&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;p&gt;From here you can visit &lt;a href=non-conforming.php&gt;non-compliant
pages&lt;/a&gt;. &lt;/p&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt;Example code: &lt;?php if= the= the= the= the = the = request= comes= from = a= file= that= contains= ===string=conforming.php=then= render= the page= if(stristr($_server['http_referer'],= conforming.php)={=?/&gt; &lt;! DOCTYPE html PUBLIC -//W3C//DTD XHTML
1.0 Transitional//EN amp;gt;&lt;html xmlns= amp;gt;&lt;head&gt;&lt;meta http-equiv=Content-Type content=text/html; charset=iso-8859-1&gt;&lt;title&gt;Non-compliant content&lt;/title&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;h1&gt;This is nes compliant page&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;p&gt;Since you are &lt;?php echo=
$_server['http_referer'];=?&gt; came from , you are able to see the content on this page. &lt;/p&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt;&lt;?php }= if= the= the= the= the= page= is= not= conforming.php,= then= redirect= the user= to= the = conform= version= ===header(location:= conforming.php);=
}=%=%,%,%,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,%,,,,,,gt;% Available, according to the content. If non-compliant content provides alternatives corresponding to WCAG: Identify pages that are not WCAG at the level of compliance that the available alternatives are said to be served on the basis of HTTP
Referrer.Visit the URI of non-compliant content. Make sure that the resulting page is one of the following: a true alternative version for non-compliant content pages that includes a link to an alternative version and contentCheck #3.1 or #3.2. If this is sufficient technique for the performance criterion, if this investigation fails
means that the performance criterion is not otherwise satisfied, only that this technique has not been successfully implemented and cannot be used for the claim of conformity. Web server scripting contains a number of features that can be both favorable and unfavorable for the user. Advantages There are many
advantages of the first script of a web server, and perhaps most importantly that scripting web servers is easy for users. It is relatively easy for users to make simple websites that do not require plugins such as java and flash because the client is not obliged to support client-side scripting because processing is generally
done on the server side. Although a website created in this way may lack accessibility and functionality, it makes it a relatively simple website. A positive aspect of this approach is that users who do not have these plugins can see a simple website, thereby improving the amount of users who can see the website. Another
advantage of scripting web servers is the fact that security measures are implemented to stop plagiarism of code and potential malicious activity. This is due to a preprocession performed by a website, from which the output is seen by the client resulting in pure HTML, hiding all encoded scripts from the end user. An
additional advantage is that web server scripting is easy to encode and evolve. Web server scripting is easy to encode because editing and implementing completed code can be done quickly and easily. From a development perspective, creating a website using web server scripts is as quick and easy as coding. Each
created page can look identical by using the same master page as its template, which removes a lot of work for the user while keeping many fonts, color schemes, and formatting the same between each page. This saves a large amount of development time. One of the ultimate advantages is that the web server of the
scripted website can change the appearance depending on which device the page is viewed on and its relative power. This is due to the processing of the side of the server, which may contain code that changes the appearance of the site to suit the user's needs, rather than redirecting the user to a similar website,
Disadvantages Despite the large amount of features that go in favor of using web server scripting, there are some flaws in the script for the web server. The first is that correcting correcting web server scripts can be quite difficult. This is due to the fact that if an error occurs or an error occurs, the user is given very little
feedback on what may have gone wrong. In some cases, the user is simply given a line of code where an error occurred. This, in tandem with the fact that the only way to test the script on the server, means that documents can be not only a complex process, but also mundane. Another downside scripting the server is its
vulnerability to hacking. This is usually done through scripts that exploit security holes by changing the URL and its data packages. This can give the user access not only to the server, but also to the root of the account, allowing them to access important personal information. There are ways to mitigate this deficiency by
using POST instead of GET for the server's HTTP request method, which hides vital information within the URL so that it cannot be changed. Another drawback of web server scripts is that hosting web servers can be taxing for your computer. The general process of hosting a web server can not only reduce performance
for the computer system, but can also take up large amounts of memory if databases are used to store additional data. This can happen even if a user sets memory limits for files uploaded to the server, for example. In addition, building these databases to store these dynamic data requires additional work and can be
quite complicated. This process can not only slow down the development time, but can also leave the user without a database, which would cause the user to not be able to use the functionality that web server scripting offers. ——————————————- Home Themes Home
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